Bringing your own device to work either a lap top, tablets and desk top tamper evident labels, protecting your business.

As businesses have more employees working from home and suppliers bringing their own devices into the workplace it is vital to protect the integrity of corporate IT.

This non-residue label can be applied to cover the USB ports and disc drives. The label sticks to the surface of the compute and VOIDS when removed. Instantly demonstrating if the label has been tampered with or removed. The label cannot be re-applied as the message in the label has been revealed.

The label can be written on so the guard can add his signature and the date. The label is 90mm x 30mm on a roll of 1000 labels.

This label can be overprinted with sequential numbers which can be logged against a device, giving a unique additional layer of security and protection. Individual details on the labels ensures they cannot be copied and used inappropriately.

Layered security
Instantly visible
No residue

Label Options:
- Custom message available
- Sequential numbers
- QR codes
- Colours
- Barcodes

www.tampertech.net